
Painted Ikea Sectional 

By Ash 

2 Materials 

$70 

3 Days 

Medium 

I’ve always loved the look of faux leather sofa’s but couldn’t justify spending $4000+. A while 

ago we purchased the ikea ektorp sectional and initially had white slipcovers which were dreamy 

but totally ridiculous with kids haha. We then switched to grey slipcovers which worked better 

with kids but were kind of bland. After looking online I saw a tutorial using paint and fabric 

softener to create a faux leather look, and wondered how it would work on Ikea canvas 

slipcovers. So I didn’t have a wet couch with a toddler and a baby, I decided to paint the white 

slipcovers separately. Well, it worked and I am in LOVE!!!!!! 

 

 

The grey looked nice but it was definitely time for a change. The nice thing about painting the 

extra white slipcovers, is that I still have the grey if I ever change my mind. 



 

I started with the cushion covers and ended up stuffing them with cushions I had laying around. 

 



Then I mixed up the magic ingredients. I used Fresh Baked Pumpernickel in Glidden Premier 

Paint. I ended up needing two cans to do the whole sectional in 2 coats. As for the fabric 

softener, I used snuggle in original scent. 5 Tbsp softener in 2 cups of paint, stir until it 

rubberizes. 

 

 

Once it turned to a rubber like consistency, I began brushing it on. I did a thick first coat. 



 

 

Once the first coat dried, I did a second coat and then flipped it to begin the second side. 



 

 

I found the first coat covered nicely but the texture wasn’t great. Once I did the second coat, it 

really did have the look and feel of faux leather. 



 

 



 

I wanted to also staple gun the white slipcover up so that it looked a little more mid century. 

 



 

I then painted the white slipcover on the couch. Again, I did two coats. 

 



 

This project was a little time consuming but I absolutely love how it turned out. It’s been about 6 

weeks and it is holding up great. I have a busy toddler who likes to jump on the couch, a baby 

who has had accidents on the couch, and spills wipe up nicely with a baby wipe. 
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